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Introduction: On the plains of Mars, there are
many large channelized lava flows with thicknesses in
excess of 50-60 m and lengths beyond 100-200 km.
Often these flows have relatively constant channel
widths and levee dimensions, and show relatively little
thickening with distance. The lack of cross-sectional
changes and morphologic similarity with distance
along the flow suggests steady state emplacement conditions, except toward the flow front. At present, there
are no satisfying quantitative models of rheologic or
emplacement characteristics for such flows.
There has been a fundamental problem with inferences about channelized lava flows on Mars that has
persisted for decades. Previous theoretical models
have attempted to obtain rheologic inferences from the
dimensions of the channels, levees, the density, and the
pre-existing slope [e.g., 1-7]. If the model is based on
some form of the Navier-Stokes equations, all one can
obtain is a constraint between the lava flow rate and
the viscosity, each of which could vary by 5 or 6 orders of magnitude. Further, the inherent constraint
between flow rate and viscosity precludes refining the
emplacement time to better than several orders of
magnitude. Thermal dynamics is of little help in narrowing the constraints because most large leveed lava
flows on Mars show little or no thickening due to a
cooling-induced viscosity change.
A new model is presented here that overcomes this
fundamental shortcoming and dramatically narrows the
constraints between viscosity, flow rate, and emplacement time. The stationary margins or “levees” on
Mars flows could be the result of two possibilities,
either remnants from the passage of the front or channel overspills. Here we focus on the first possibility.
The Model: We divide the lava flow into two
zones. Upstream flow conditions are considered steady
and there is no growth of the stationary collateral margins. In the distal zone (of fixed length L), flow conditions are time-dependent and lava is transferred from
the active to the stationary component to construct the
embanking levees. The model develops inferences by
asymptotically matching conditions in these two zones.
It is assumed that the slope is constant and the flow
advances at a more or less constant rate. Within the
upstream channel there is undoubtedly a vertical velocity profile. This makes the upper layer of the flow,
whether it is deformable or not, advance faster than the
average. Our model takes this excess flow rate and
asserts that it is continually consumed by the levee
building process in the frontal zone, regardless of the

detailed time-dependent processes of construction.
With this model, the lava flow consists of an inner
deformable, molten core of depth hc. The core is overlaid by a layer of crust or otherwise non-deformable
lava so that the total depth of the flow is hl. The overall
flow advances at the average flow velocity of the interior core in the steady state upstream zone. The central
idea is that the levees are constructed by the difference
in the flow rate for all material traveling faster than the
average flow velocity. In the steady state, the average
velocity of the core is

uc =

ρ g sin θ hc2
3µ

(1)

and the upper surface of the core advances as

uc (hc ) =

ρ g sin θ hc2 3
= uc
2µ
2

(2)

Thus some fraction of the deformable zone always
travels faster than the average flow velocity. At least
part of this fraction must be able to cool sufficiently in
the levee building zone to form a stationary component
of the flow. Once the dimensions of the levees and
levee building zone are known, a relation between the
cooling time constant and a time constant for levee
building can be determined.
For different thicknesses of the non-deformable
layer, the “excess” flowrate that must go into levee
building can be computed from (1) and (2). Once in
the levee building zone, everything above the height in
the deformable zone where the velocity equals the
mean velocity must get converted into a stationary
margin. The height at which the velocity in the deformable layer is equal to the mean value is given by:
(3)
z * = hc 1 − 1/ 3 = 0.42hc

(

)

All laminae above this height within the flow travel
faster than the average velocity of the flow. The nondeformable excess velocity is

∆und = uc ( hc ) − u =

g sin θ hc2
6ν

(4)

This excess flow rate is contained in a channel of
width w. Thus, the steady state excess flow rate for the
nondeformable upper layer is given by
(5)
Qex:nd = ∆und w(hl − hc )
The excess contribution from the deformable zone
between z* and hc can also be found to be:
g sin θ  3 3 *2 z *3 
(6)
Qex:d =
 hc − hc z +
w
3ν 
2
2 
Combining (5) and (6) gives the total excess flowrate,
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Qex. Half of Qex goes into the construction of the levee
on one side. Assuming a triangular levee yields the
relationship
(7)
wl = Qex /(uc hl )
This is the critical link between the growth and dimensions of the levees in the frontal zone and the
steady dynamics in the upstream channel.
Mars Reference Example: The channel and levee
dimensions in this example are from studies [6, 7] of a
200 km long flow north of Pavonis Mons. The flow is
approximately 50 m thick with a channel width of 5
km and a total width of about 25 km. Figure 1 shows
the thickness of the inner deformable core in the steady
state zone necessary to build time-dependent levees in
the front zone of the Pavonis flow. It is remarkable
that such a large nondeforming layer is required,
probably more than half the total flow depth in the
channel. Given the actual dimensions of the levees,
the viscosity is capped at the upper end slightly above
106 Pa-s. It seems physically implausible that such a
thick flow could glide continuously for 200 km over a
deformable basal layer only a meter or two thick, thus
suggesting a viscosity greater than 104 Pa-s. Figure 2
also highlights a feedback of the model in that both the
total emplacement time and the levee building times
are highly constrained to a few years and a couple
months respectively, in spite of the wide viscosity
range in the deformable layer.

Figure 1. Core Thickness

An even tighter set of constraints is obtained by
considering the cooling that must occur in the distal
zone to form stationary margins. The excess deformable flow in the upstream steady zone must cool continuously and sufficiently in the distal zone. For a viscosity of 106 Pa-s, a depth equivalent of at least 19 m
of deformable lava must cool to near solidus in a
levee-building time of 39 days. This would require a
continuously exposed fraction of inner core in the distal zone of >10%, which is beyond the norm of terrestrial experience [4]. However results with a viscosity
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of 105 Pa-s satisfy this constraint comfortably. Thus, it
appears that the viscosity of this flow must reside between 104 and 105 Pa-s to manufacture distal levees
and advance over a plausible basal layer for 200 km.
We have investigated detailed models for the timedependent growth in the levee zone. Such details imply
only secord-order refinements to the constraints above.

Figure 2. Total emplacement and levee building times.

Conclusions: Time-dependent levee building confined to a distal zone of an advancing lava flow provides a powerful new constraint on the rheology and
emplacement times for the large channelized lava
flows on the Mars plains. For the Pavonis flow studied
here, the viscosity is limited to about 3 orders of
magnitude by the levee building mechanics and only
about 2 orders of magnitude, or less, when the thermal
dynamics of levee emplacement are considered. The
admissible viscosity range is at the high range of experience for large terrestrial basalt flows. Even with this
range of viscosities, the emplacement times are constrained to 2-3 yrs and the levee building occurs in the
distal zone in about one to two months. Because such
large channelized lava flows are found in numerous
volcanic provinces on Mars, this is a significant refinement of the rheologic and emplacement constraints
that were previously available. For many such flows,
however, a significant contribution to the stationary
margins results from channel clogging and stagnation
that causes overspills and breakouts. It remains to be
determined how these processes affect the new constraints on viscosity and emplacement time.
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